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System Acc�racy P�rpose

Hand Printed Symbol (HPS) 

Recognition Method

97% It extracts the geometric, 

topologic and local dimensions 

essential to recognize the letter

OCR for cursive script 88.8% It implements S&R (segmentation 

& recognition) algorithms devised 

for cursive script.

Recognition of handwritten 

numeral based upon fuzzy 

model

95% for Hindi 

and 98.4% for 

English

The aim is to utilize the fuzzy 

technique to recognize handwrit-

ten��gures�for�Hindi�and�English�

�gures

HC (Hill Climbing) algorithm 

meant for handwritten charac-

ter recognition

93% for upper-

case letters

To implement hill climbing 

algorithm intended to select 

feature subset

Identi�cation�of�Arabic�

alphabets�and��gures�by�using�

optimization feature selection

88%�for��gures���

70% for  

alphabets

To implement the method 

used for feature selection in an 

optimized manner.

Table 1 Compar�son between d�fferent onl�ne handwr�t�ngs



Table 2 Pros and Cons of D�fferent Methods

�  If Convolutional-Neu-
ral-Network is skilled, 
the accuracy of 
image recognition is 
high

�  This method has 
been employed to 
recognize different 
scripts.

�   The time taken for 

analysis is not visible

�   It studies both the 

latest & previous 

strokes

�   The�identi�cation�
process is way 

simpler than the 

semi-incremental 

method

�   It is an effective 

method for printed 

forms of documents

�   It is an effective 

method for handwrit-

ing recognition

�   Due to the simpler 

segmentation 

process the accuracy 

of this method

�   Highly accurate

�   Highly accurate

Convolution-
al-Neural-Net-
work Method

Semi-incremental 
method

Incremental 
method

Line and Word
Segmentation
Method

Part Based 
Method

Slope-an-Slant-
Correction 
Method

Ensemble Method

Zone Method

�   If Convolutional-Neu-
ral-Network is skilled, 
the accuracy of image 
recognition is high

�   This method has been 
employed to recognize 
different scripts.

�   Should be accompanied 
by other methods too

�    IT functioning is more 
complex than the 
incremental-method.

�   Problem is encountered 

when the segmentation 

step is practised.

�   Cannot detect patterns

�   It can be made more 

accurate by increasing 

the sample size training 

period.

�   It is not best approach 

for�handwriting�identi�-

cation

�   The step of Line seg-

mentation of characters 

effect accuracy rate

�   The image must have 

higher number of zones 

to get more accurate 

results.
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